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Truck blind spot: Danger for cyclists and pedestrians  

 

DEKRA initiative 

Blind spot protection  

The technical expert organization DEKRA has spoken out in favor of providing cyclists 

and moped riders with better protection against blind spot accidents. For example, the 

provision laid down in Section 5, Paragraph 8 of the German Road Traffic Act should be 

deleted. It allows cyclists and moped riders to pass trucks – for example, trucks waiting 

at traffic lights – on the right hand side if sufficient space is available.  

The problem with this is that "this space only occurs when the truck has taken up position 

somewhat to the left in order to be able to turn right," explains DEKRA Management Board 

member Clemens Klinke. "This means that vulnerable road users are virtually lured into 

a trap by this regulation. We have been calling for the relevant paragraph to be deleted 

in the interest of cyclist safety for years now." Although it is true to say that the frequency 

of accidents in which truck drivers turning off cannot see a cyclist or pedestrian in their 

blind spot and therefore hit them is relatively rare, when they do occur they almost always 

have particularly serious consequences. In Germany, about 30 road users a year are 

killed in such accidents. 

At the same time DEKRA has called on vehicle manufacturers, politicians, logistics 

companies and drivers to fully exploit the safety potential offered by electronic lifesavers 

and to swiftly introduce to their fleets the currently much discussed turning assistance 

systems. One manufacturer has already launched such a system on the market, and 

others are currently at the development stage. Retrofitting solutions are also available. A 

turning assistance system uses radar sensors or cameras to monitor the blind spot next 

to the vehicle, i.e. the area that the driver can see neither directly nor by using his mirror 

and warns him accordingly when somebody is there.  

Additional possible improvements would also include acoustic warning signal emitters on 

the truck and a phase separation of the green signal light for vehicles and cyclists as well 

as for pedestrians. DEKRA has initiated a campaign in support in an attempt to make 

clear to cyclists and pedestrians the blind spot dangers. Moreover, a national school 

campaign is to be launched in the fall that will see experts demonstrating to school 

children directly on and in the truck what a driver can see outside his cabin and what not. 
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Winter tires: More grip on slippery roads  

 

Date not to be missed in the fall: Winter tire change 

No compromises with tires 

"People who are regularly dependent on their vehicle in the winter should not make any 

compromises and switch to winter tires in the fall," recommends DEKRA tire expert 

Christian Koch. Winter tires display significantly more grip at low temperatures and thus 

offer greater safety on winter roads.  

Thus equipped with winter tires, motorists can calmly set off with their car in the morning 

when the legally obligation to ensure tires match the road conditions comes into effect. 

This means that in the event of black ice, packed snow, slush, ice or slippery frost only 

those motor vehicles are allowed on the road that are fitted with winter tires to all four 

wheels. However, note that a change has been made: All tires manufactured since 

January 1 2018 are only deemed as winter tires if they are marked with the snowflake 

symbol; the mud and snow symbol alone no longer suffices on new tires.  

"Cold-optimized rubber mixes, more tread grooves and lamellas ensure that the vehicle 

remains on course on slippery roads, that the wheels do not spin too fast and shortens 

the stopping distance," explains Koch. Winter tires also provide more safety on wet, dirty 

roads strewn with leaves. Above all in hairy situations, tires and their optimized properties 

can make all the difference and prevent an accident.  

However, to ensure this extra safety winter tires must display sufficient tread. Koch 

recommends a tread depth of at least 4 millimeters. In addition, the same make and tread 

design should be fitted to all four axle positions. In the case of tires with sufficient tread, 

yet over six years old, it is advisable to have them checked professionally to see if they 

will last out the season. 

DEKRA says it is not a good idea to wait for the first snowfall before fitting winter tires. 

People that change in good time avoid the rush and lengthy waiting periods. And when 

purchasing new tires they have the free selection of treads and makes to choose from. 
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"Dangerous fault": In the garage under one's own power   

 

"Dangerous fault": New fault category at the main inspection 

In the garage under one's own power  

May 2018 saw the introduction of a new fault category for the general inspection: 

"dangerous fault". It has been added to the catalog of existing categories of "without fault", 

"minor fault", "serious fault" and "unroadworthy" says the DEKRA experts. Nevertheless, 

the extent, thoroughness and the time taken for the inspection remain basically the same 

despite this change. Here an overview of the current fault categories and their 

consequences for the vehicle owner:  

 Without detectable fault: The inspection sticker is issued immediately.  

 Minor faults: The inspection sticker can be issued. However, the vehicle owner 

is obliged to have the faults rectified immediately otherwise a fine can be issued 

during a spot check. 

 Serious faults: The sticker is not issued. The vehicle owner must have the faults 

rectified and present the vehicle for re-inspection within one month. If this does 

not take place within the time stipulated, a completely new main inspection is 

required. This is also the case if the test report of the previous main inspection is 

not submitted.  

 Dangerous faults: With this classification, the inspection engineer testifies to the 

owner that the faults detected on the vehicle endanger traffic, but that a journey 

directly home or to the garage is still deemed as acceptable.  

 Unroadworthy: If the vehicle has so many serious faults that it represents an 

immediate danger to road safety, the vehicle is no longer permitted on the road in 

this state and must be towed away. In this case, the old main inspection sticker is 

immediately removed and both the registration office responsible and the Federal 

Motor Transport Authority are informed by data transfer.  
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In the fall to light test: Every third vehicle faulty 

 

Check lights in the fall 

Every third vehicle faulty 

Light faults on cars are especially responsible for many critical situations on the road in 

the dark fall and winter months. These include poor vision, misjudgments, dazzling and 

failing to detect in time or completely overlooking other road users. "Anybody out and 

about in the dark winter months with faulty lights is causing too many unnecessary risks," 

warns DEKRA light expert Danijel Cakeljic. 

Vulnerable road users such as pedestrians and cyclists are particularly at risk of not being 

spotted in time by motorists at dusk or at night. The expert urgently recommends 

motorists to have their lights checked in the fall. The results of a national light test show 

how necessary such a check is. In 2017, faulty lights were discovered on every third 

vehicle (32.7 per cent).  

In order to arrive safely at your destination even in inclement light conditions, the expert 

recommends a timely switch to dipped beam on dreary days and when it begins to get 

dark. "You can only see a pedestrian at the edge of the road in good time if you have 

good visibility. And only when you can be clearly seen by others, are you driving safely," 

says the expert. "Side lights are insufficient for this. Even better is to drive on dipped 

beam during the day and not just in the dark winter months."  In poor visibility conditions 

such as in rain, fog or snowfall this is mandatory anyway.  

It is also important to adapt the driving speed to the prevailing range of vision. It is 

precisely in unfavorable visibility conditions, such as fog, rain or snowfall that the driving 

visibility rule applies. This means "Motorists must be able to stop within the visible stretch 

of road. This translates as no more than 28 meters at a speed of 50 km/h – just a little bit 

more than half the distance between the reflector posts at the side of the road."  For good 

vision the windshield must also be kept clean – both inside and out, headlights and lights 

regularly cleaned and in the winter cleared of ice and snow before the journey. 
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Windshield:  Film of dirt obscures vision  

Motorists should not forget to clean the inside of the windshield when they take their car 

to the car wash. Over time, a film of dirt forms on the window pane and not just in smokers' 

cars. This scatters incoming light and greatly restricts driver vision in oncoming light or 

can even blind him completely. "In unfavorable visibility conditions such as at night this 

can occasionally mean that the driver is effectively driving blind. This obviously goes hand 

in hand with a heightened risk of accident," warns DEKRA expert Danijel Cakeljic. As the 

dirt on the windshield builds up slowly it frequently goes unnoticed until it is too late and 

visibility is already greatly impaired. This is why it is advisable to run a finger or wipe a 

handkerchief along the inside of the windshield occasionally. If visible traces can be seen 

it is time to get out the cleaning cloth and clean the windows. Important for good visibility 

are also intact windshield blades. They should be replaced if they smear the windshield.
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Never forget the next inspection - now also as an app 

When does the roller door come up for its next inspection?  What were the results of the 

elevating platform inspection? Where is the documentation covering the garage worker's 

work accident filed?  The answers are just one click away on the DEKRA service portal – 

and now there is a new app for android and iOS devices. It provides dealerships, car 

garages, fleet operators and other companies an overview of all upcoming inspections 

and deadlines. "The traffic light system sets out in a clear and easy to understand fashion 

where action needs to be taken, either immediately or in the near future," says DEKRA 

Process Manager Philip Sulz. "At the same time the portal also acts as an archive for all 

inspection reports - all immediately accessible at the click of the mouse."  The app 

enables direct mobile access to all information by means of the QR or bar code on the 

inspection sticker. The portal stores a variety of services ranging from vehicle inspections, 

appraisals and work safety and extending to hazardous goods, facility safety and the 

calibration of inspection equipment. More information is available online at 

www.dekra.de/dekra-serviceportal or in the Video.  DEKRA Info 
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